VIEWLINE
SHADES

This innovative two-in-one blind offers you
the convenience of two fabrics on one roller.
Choose from a light filtering and sheer fabric,
or a dim out and sheer fabric. Both control the light
or glare through your window beautifully.
Viewline Shades include chic pelmets and colour
options to match the bottom rail and control chain.
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VIEWLINE
SHADES

Decorative alternative to double

Regular cassette 65mm high

roller blinds

70mm depth (Used up to a

2 blinds in 1 (less space)
Single chain control to close

and raise
Available in light filtering

or privacy
Reduce glare and soften

the harshness of daylight
Easy to open and control light
Colour coordination cassette

and bottom rail
S tandard universal bracket
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2000mm blind drop)
Large cassette 80mm high

75mm depth (Used when
the blind drop is over
2000mm)

VIEWLINE
SHADES

Viewline Shades are innovative blinds made
from light weight sheer fabrics that combine
opaque and mesh fabric panes to form a double
layered blind.
The unique design of the blind allows the
different layers to move, creating different level
of light and privacy.
They can be completely open or closed, or
rotated to allow a viewing between the panes.
Select from translucent or privacy fabrics

Lining up Stripes - (Side by side blinds)
Blinds situated Side-by-side will have stripes line
up ONLY if they are identical Drop and installed
with cassette at EXACTLY the same level
otherwise line up is not possible.
A re-order of a blind that is beside another,
will most likely NOT align with the original
blind. In this situation both blinds will need to
be replaced. IMPORTANT: Side-by-side blinds
MUST be indicated on your order.

Lineal vision maintains your view
Smooth operating
Range of textures
Warm glow of softly diffused light
Can be raised or lowered to any desired height

similar to a roller blind
Combines a stylish curved fascia with
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VIEWLINE
SHADES
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM BLIND SIZES
FABRIC

MINIMUM WIDTH

MAXIMUM WIDTH

MINIMUM DROP

MAXIMUM DROP
REGULAR
CASSETTE

MAXIMUM DROP
LARGE
CASSETTE

Plain

300mm

2400mm

450mm

2800mm

3700mm

Woodlook

300mm

2700mm

450mm

2700mm

3200mm

Genesis (BO)
regular cassette

300mm

2400mm

450mm

2000mm

-

Gensis (BO)
large cassette

300mm

2400mm

2000mm

2700mm

3200mm

Genesis one
& two tone
regular cassette

300mm

2400mm

450mm

2000mm

-

Genesis one
& two tone
large cassette

300mm

2400mm

2000mm

2700mm

3200mm

Selene

300mm

2400mm

450mm

2700mm

3200mm

Sparkle

300mm

2400mm

450mm

2700mm

3200mm

FEATURES
STANDARD CORD LENGTHS

CONTROL CHAIN COLOURS

CASSETTE/BOTTOM RAIL
COLOURS

500mm

White

White

750mm

Black

Black

1000mm

Grey

Grey

1250mm

Cream

Cream

1500mm

1750mm

2000mm

2250mm

2500mm

VIEWLINE SHADES

CARE

Caution: Do not allow cleaning agents to come in contact with fabric.
DO NOT USE CHEMICAL CLEANERS ON VIEWLINE SHADE FABRIC.
Cassette and Bottom Rails

Aluminium surfaces can be cleaned with a clean soft cloth
and normal household mild cleaning agent.
General Cleaning
Your Viewline shade may gather dust and from time to time need cleaning. Use a hair dryer on cold to gently remove dust,
or use an anti-static soft brush or cloth to gently attract dust from the fabric.
Spot Cleaning
The Viewline shade fabric should be treated carefully and gently when spot cleaning. Use a damp cloth with a very mild
detergent and gently “dab” the affected area. Harsh rubbing will remove the stiffening on the fabric and distort is surface. It
is vital that the fabric not be creased during this process.
Let Apollo Blinds open your mind to new decorator ideas. Since 1988 Apollo Blinds has focused on delivering the
latest in home fashions with consistent reliable service. An Australian owned company with most products still being
manufactured in Australia, Apollo Blinds gives you peace of mind – all fabrics and components come with a 2 year
guarantee (1 year in home) on manufacture and materials* . Some materials or components may carry additional
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Call us 132 899 Visit apolloblinds.com.au

Email sales@apolloblinds.com.au

Sydney 172 Silverwater Road, (Corner Holker St) Silverwater NSW 2128

Showrooms
Sydney 172 Silverwater Road, (Corner Holker St) Silverwater NSW 2128
Melbourne 439 Warrigal Rd Moorabbin VIC 3189
Brisbane Unit 1, 48 Kingston Road, Underwood QLD 4119
Newcastle 414 Pacific Highway, Belmont NSW 2280
Canberra Unit 1, 6 Wiluna Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609
Port Macquarie Unit 6/1 Blackbutt Road Port Macquarie NSW 2444
Coffs Harbour 3/12 Isles Drive, North Boambee Valley NSW 2450
Wollongong 210 Princes Highway, Albion Park Rail NSW 2527
Tamworth Shop 3, 164 Peel Street, Tamworth NSW 2340

Mobile Showrooms
Armidale, Ballina, Dubbo, Gold Coast, Orange, Sunshine Coast, Wagga
Wagga
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The information and products in this brochure are correct as at 1st August 2016 but may vary after this date.
Not all products may be available at all outlets. *Some conditions apply.

Interest free installments available to approved
customers. See website for details.

